Blacks and Social Security Benefits: Trends,
1960-73
by GAYLE B. THOMPSON*

Blacks and whites are compared with respect
to selected provisions of the OA6DHI programtype of benefiezary, age of beneficiaries, size of
benefits, and size of covered earnfngs-for
the
period from 1960 to 1973. There have been substantial increases in the number of black beneficiaries since 1960, and in most beneficiary groupe
blacks have increased proportionately
more than
whites. Black8 are heavily represented
among
young beneficiaries but are underrepresented among
aged beneficiaries. The average monthly benefit of
black beneficiaries was substantially
belou! that of
white beneficiaries in 1979, and the gap zn benefit
levels has narrowed only slightly since 1960 several
reasons for this discrepancy-the
moat Important
of which are differentials
in the szze of covered
earnings and years in covered employment-are
discussed. The major conclusion is that the present
discrepancies in benefit levels will persist for some
time, at least among men, because of continued
earnings difference8 within the younger generation.

THE SPECIAL problems of those who are both
old and black have received increasing national
attention. The Senate Special Committee on
Aging held hearings on t,he subject in 1971: and
a special session on “Aging and Aged Blacks”
was conducted at the 1971 White House Conference on the Aged.* Gerontologists focusing on
the black aged have called for additional research on this segment of the population.3 The
publication of government program data showing
the differential impact of Federal programs on
blacks is important for its contribution not only
to our knowledge of the problems of the black
aged but to program evaluation and planning
*Division
of Retirement and Survivor Studies, O&e
of Research and Statistics.
‘U.S. Senate, Special Commlttee on Aging, The Mu&
tiple Hazards of Age and Race: The Situation of Aged
Blaoks in the United Statea, Report No. 92-450, (92d
Congress, 1st session), 1971.
’ 1971 White House Conference on Aging, Toward A
National Policy on Aging, Final Report, Vol. II, pages
177-196.
’ Jacquelyn Johnson Jackson, “Negro Aged : Toward
Needed Research in Social Gerontology,”
The Gerontologist, 1, part 2 (Spring 1971). pages 52-57 ; Donald P.
Kent, “The Negro Aged,” The Berontologiet, 2 (Spring
1971), pages 48-51.
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as well. The old-age, survivors, disability, and
health insurance (OASDHI)
program is the
major source of retirement income for about 90
percent of the population aged 65 and older.
Analyses of OASDHI program data for blacks
and whites provides valuable information concerning the income of both present and future
generations of the black aged.
This article compares whites and blacks of
all ages with respect to selected provisions of
the OASDHI
program. It focuses only upon
monthly cash benefits and does not deal at all
with health insurance statistics. The program
characteristics examined are : Type of beneficiary,
age of the beneficiary population, size of benefits,
and covered earnings.
The specific objectives of this paper are threefold: (1) to examine racial differences on the
above-mentioned characteristics for 1973 ; (2) to
analyze whether these differences have lessened
since 1960 or whether they have persisted over
time; and (3) to suggest possible reasons for
existing differences. Except for earnings data,
time comparisons are made for the years 1960,
1967, and 1973.4 Earnings data are examined
mainly for 1958 and 1973. Earnings data are
drawn from the Social Security Administration’s
Continuous Work-History Sample (CWHS), but
all other OASDHI program statistics are based
on a total count of the beneficiary population.
The primary concern here is with the status
of the black population in relation to the
OASDHI program, and, accordingly, the discussion of 1973 data focuses upon statistics for
blacks. Time comparisons of all program data
other than earnings are made for all races other
than white combined (referred to here as “black
and other” races) because these program data
were not available for blacks alone before 1968.
All earnings data relate to blacks as a separate
group. Since blacks make up approximately 90
‘For an analysis of racial differences for 1955, 1960,
and 1967, see Janet H. Murray, “Old-Age, Survivors,
Disability, and Health Insurance: Changes in the Beneficiary Population,” So&l Security Bulletin, April 1969.

percent of the “black and other” races and the
1973 data show very small differences between
blacks alone and blacks and other races com_bined, statistics for the combined group for all
3 years may be considered representative of the
black population.

TYPE AND AGE OF BENEFICIARIES

There were 26.2 million whites and 2.9 million
blacks receiving cash benefits under OASDHI
at the end of 1973 (table 1). The 2.9 million
black beneficiaries accounted for 10 percent of
the beneficiary population, which was slightly
below their relative representation in the population. Overall, blacks received OASDHI
cash
benefits in almost the same proportion as whites
in 1973; 12 percent of the estimated black population and 14 percent of the estimated white
population xere receiving OASDHI benefits at
the end of the year. A somewhat larger proportion of the black than of the white population
under age 18-8 percent compared with 5 percent--were receiving cash benefits at the end of
19’73. Among the population aged 65 and older,
however, only 80 percent of the blacks compared
with 92 percent of the whites were receiving
cash benefits.5
The latter difference does not appear to result
from a greater propensity among older blacks
to postpone benefits because of continued employment. The Social Security Administration’s
Survey of Newly Entitled Beneficiaries (SNEB)
found that black workers newly entitled to
OASDHI retired-worker benefits were actually
more likely than white workers to become entitled to payable rather than postponed benefits
at award.B
A more plausible explanation for the race
difference in beneficiary rates among the older
population is that elderly blacks, especially the
very aged, are less likely than elderly whites
to have achieved insured status under OASDHI.
Although the 1950 and 1954 amendments to the
6For estimates of the total resident population as of
July 1,1973, see the Bureau of the Census, Current POpulation Reports, Estimates of the Population of the United
State8 by Age, Sex, Race: April 1, 1960 to July 1, 1979,
Series P-25, No. 519, table 1.
o Leonard Rubin, “Economic Status of Black Persons:
Findings from the Survey of Newly Entitled Beneficiaries,” Nodal Geourity Bulletin, September 1974.
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Social Security Act extended coverage to farm
laborers and domestic workers-occupations
in
which there are relatively large numbers of
blacks-some blacks may have been too old at
the time to benefit from the extension of coverage.
In addition, early labor-force withdrawal for
health reasons, the seasonal or casual nature of
the work, and perhaps some underreporting of
earnings may also have affected the ability of
older domestic and migratory workers to acquire
the necessary quarters of coverage for insured
status.
Although blacks, especially the aged, were
somewhat less likely than whites to have been
receiving OASDHI benefits in 1973, the number
of black beneficiaries had risen substantially since
1960 when only approximately 5 percent of all
blacks and 49 percent of those aged 65 and older
were beneficiaries. Black and other beneficiaries
increased about 200 percent from 1960 to 1973,
but white beneficiaries increased only 90 percent
-that
is, the overall percentage increase for
black and other beneficiaries was more than
double that of white beneficiaries (table 1). Substantial racial differences in percentage increases
occurred for most types of beneficiaries, which
means that the gap in OASDHI coverage has
decreased since 1960. Among retired workers and
their dependents, black and other beneficiaries
increased 154 percent over the 13-year period
compared with 72 percent for whites; corresponding proportions for survivors were 192 and
92 percent. Increases in these two latter beneficiary groups both among whites and among
blacks and others probably resulted to a large
extent from a combination of the following four
factors: (1) General population growth; (2) the
maturing of the system; (3) a lowering of the
eligibility age for disabled workers, male retired
workers, husbands, and widowers by the 1960,
1961, and 1965 amendments to the Social Security
Act; and (4) the inclusion of disabled widows
and widowers, student beneficiaries aged 18-21,
and the divorced wives of retired and disabled
workers by the 1965 and 1967 amendments.
The most notable increase in beneficiaries
among both racial groups was found among the
recipients of disability
benefits. There were
slightly more than five and one-half times as
many disabled workers among black and other
races in 1973 than in 1960 and a little more than
a1
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percent of the children of each major beneficiary
type, and 20 percent of the widowed mothers were
from black and other races.
These data demonstrate that blacks benefit
most from those provisions of the OASDHI
program designed to protect the younger population-the
disabled, widowed mothers, and children. Whites, on the other hand, benefit comparatively more from the benefits for the agedretired workers and their wives and aged widows.
This conclusion is reinforced by the data in
table 2, which show that in 1973, 77 percent of
the white beneficiaries compared with 53 percent
of the black beneficiaries were retired rorkers,
wives of retired workers, or aged widows in 1973.
Conversely, only 23 percent of the whites but
as many as 47 percent of the blacks were young
beneficiaries-children,
disabled workers and their

four times as many among whites. Large increases also occurred among the dependents of
disabled workers, especially the children. These
incre‘ases undoubtedly reflect the gradual maturing of the disability program, which first paid
benefits in 1956. Coverage was extended to the
dependents of disabled workers in 1958 and the
eligibility age for cash benefits was changed from
ages 50-65 to under age 65 in 1960.
Whites and blacks differ in the type of
OASDHI cash benefits received (tables 1 and
2). Although those in black and other races
comprised 10 percent of the total beneficiary
population in 1973, only 8 percent of the retired
workers, 5 percent of the wives of retired workers, and 6 percent of the aged widows were from
this racial group. In contrast, 16 percent of all
disabled workers and their dependents, 19-20
TABLE L-Benefits

in current-payment status: Number and percent of beneficiaries, by type and race, end of 19641967, and 1973
Number (in thousands)

I.-

1960

Type of beneficiary,’
aget and sex

I

White

White

-Total _____
______._____.__13,766 7
-Men _____________
______.__.__ 5,207 3
women _._________.__
__...__ 6.816 7
Chiid~li, _-____-___
__---_._ yn: ;
______-________.__
Disabled 18 and older.-.,..
‘985
Students 18-Zl_.________.__
_________
_ -.
Retired workers and deuend- 1
9,946 4
ents..............-l------Retired workers.... _________ 7.544 8
4,379
2
Men ---____._.-.____------Women- ___________._____.
“2%
!i
Wives _______
____.____-.-- ___
Husbands. ______._____._____ ’ 13 7
228
1
Children ________.______.____
Under 18__________________176 9
61
2
Disabled 18 and older.--...
Students l&21_____________
______-. __ . .

Black and other

%ik
other

20,6963

2,281 1

White

All

Black

13,9421
1;m; 0”
414722
2.y ;
4010
263 S
8.54
61 7

4.973 3
2,606 8

Percent of all
bIlEACit3rif!8

-I
1960
7

.- 16,2127
9,067 6
1L3,4926
ys; ;
‘2861
5344

i
14
16
6
.---_-

1,232 2
967 9 i
661 4

:
ii

E-i i

ml:

1;C$

(913
.-_-__

1: :
360 3
182 6
‘it 2”
36 9
!?l 8
‘“: i
72

;.9g i
1:m 0
604 6
320 3
911 :
813 0
15 6
832

Ei

6,147 6
3,331 7
4%

--iii-s
---53
2
2: “?
43: :
1.930 3
367 2
1,546 7
114 4
10 8
269 2
341

- _.
1 Excludes “special age-72” beneficiaries
* Not computed. base less than S,ooO.
* Not computed if either numerator or denominator less than 6,009
32

T

.-

Disabled workers and deendents. _ __ ___________
DEabled wo;k‘ers: _____ ____ iii ;
Men _________________
:: ____
Women.- _____.___________ 4: 0”
68;
wives -.-_____.._-____-_---.Husbands. ___.__. ___. _.__.__
133
0
Children ________
.___. ._ ._ __.
130 2
Under18-.................
Disabled 18and older......
Students l&21_____________
______
t-1 _ _.
_ -.

1973

:;
:x
10
(‘)14
16
(‘1
.---me
2
.__..14
$1

2: i
I%‘: :
‘171 2
359 0

:“4
(9
._-___

-

4 Less than 100.
Source Annual Statfalual Suppkmml to the S’oclolSccurfty Bt&ttn:
table Kl, 1967,table 68,1973,table 67 (in preparation).
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TABLE 2.-Benefits
and 1973

in current-payment

status: Percentage distribution

of beneficlanes, by type and race, end of 1960, 1967,

T

1960

I
Type of beneficiary,l age, and sex

Black and
other

White

1967
-r

Black and
other

White

Black and other
White

AU

Black

--

Total number (in thousands) ____________________------------.---

13,7% 7

Total percent ________________________________________--_________I

ml

Men ________________________________________---------. ___________

Women _______________________________
________
___._____________.
Children __._____________________________________----..---------UnderlS........-.........----~------~-----------------------Disabled 18and older __________________________
________________
Students.--.........------~~-------------------.-------------. . ..-.....f

l,Q@4?
9
lQ6

F
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3.298 0

100

1M)

_-

2,924 1
100

-ii

E
27

31
“:
3

:

Disabled workers and dependents_______._.__________________
______.
Disabledworkels..-.---...------------------------.--------------pllellin-______-_-_--_________- -__-- ______-____-__-___-_____--_-__---_________________________________----------------:
wives _______________________________
_. __.___.______.-.____________
Husbands ________________________________________.----------------(‘)
Children ________________
_____________________________
_____________
:
Under 18________________________________________.--------------Disabled18 and older--.-.......-...--------.------------------Students 18-21.-.--..-----...--------------------.--------------. . . ..I’.‘....
Survivors of deceasedworkers _._____________________________________23
Aged nondisabled widow ________________________________________-.11
Disabledwidows-.....-...--..------------.-------.------------~-___________
2
$fV;~emothere
__._____.___________-.-----.--------------------_-__--__________*_______________________----------------Parents _______---__________------------.-_____________._.---_______
Chlldren.....-......-------------------------------------.-.-----10
UnderlE.-..---.-.........----------~--------------------------Disabled 18 and older _____.__________________________________---_____
!?
__--(
Btudents l&21________
______
._______________________
_____________
I

spouses, and widowed mothers. The most striking
difference between the racial groups is the proportion of child beneficiaries-14 percent of the
whites and 31 percent of the blacks.
These differences in beneficiary type are reflected in the age distribution of the beneficiary
population; more than 4 out of 10 black beneficiaries, compared with 2 out of 10 white beneficiaries, were under age 60 in 1973 (table 3).
The proportion of beneficiaries in this young
age bracket increased by about one-fourth both
for whites and for blacks and others between
1960 and 1973. This change in the age composition of the beneficiary population in the 13-year
period resulted from increases in the number of
disabled workers and their dependents.
What accounts for’ the relative preponderance
of young beneficiaries-children,
widowed mothers, and disabled-among
blacks and others?
Several factors distinguishing whites and blacks

26.212 7

ii
:;

Retired workers and dependents_____________________________________
Retired workers ________________________________________----------- ii
35
pogi;-:
_-__-_-____-__-_-_______-___-__
* ______---_--_______-__
- _-__-_________--________________________-----.-------:“g
Wives _____
______________________________
__________________________
(1)
Husbands ______________
_________________________________________-2
Children-.-....-....----------------------.----------------------1
UndsrlS......-......--------------.-.-------------------------Disabled 18 and older ________________________________________---!! ____
Students 18-21________________________
.___________._____________
_ _____

1 Excludes “special age-72” beneficiaries
*Lass than 0 6 percent.

_-

80

47

42
26

ii

16
9
(‘1 4
3
(‘1

C)
C)

(‘1
(9

‘:
:
1

65
2
24
10
(9 2
1
$1
11

i
:
1

4
1
(‘1

i

:
m

32
6
_ -

i
2
(‘1 8
7
C) 1

E
(9 2

“:
(9 4

$1

I:1 1Q
16

Q
:
1

-

:i

(9
m

:

31
3
4
2.
17
:,

--

6ource Anneal Statzntml Supphment to the Sccial Securitt~Bulletin
table W, 1987,table 68,1973,table 67 (In preparation).
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may be operating here: The number of young
children per family, mortality rates, and morbidity rates. The comparatively high proportion
of child beneficiaries, especially children of deceased workers, may result from the fact that
blacks tend to have more children in those age
brackets who are eligible for OASDHI benefits
(under age 18 except for full-time students, whose
eligibility extends up to age 22) and they have
higher mortality rates at a time when their
children are most likely to be of eligible age. In
1973, the mean number of children under age 18
was 1.14 for white families and 1.55 for black
families; for families with children under age
18 the means were 2.13 and 2.52, respectively.’
Blacks also have higher mortality rates except
‘Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,
Household and Family Characteristica, March 1973, Series
P-20, No. 258, table 1.
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TABLE 3.-Benefits in current-payment
1960,1967, and 1973

status: Number and percentage distribution

of beneficiaries, by age and race, end of

Number (in thousands)
Total ’ __-____.__._.._____.-.-----.----------------------...--Under BO-...................
..______________________________
‘%
0’
808ndolder...............---------------------------------11:3527

“ifi f
693.7

80w-64
and older
11,361
Yi
__- ___8.- -_-_.._____________________________________-------------.
- ___________-_____.______________________-----------1.050 23
fg&tJd;-;--____________________---------------.-.-.----------------__-----___ _-___-__-_____________-___..__________________
-.---__--_-- -_----_----____._____-.
86andolder.-.........--------------------------..--------------------‘sis-i65-6QS
_______
.___________________----------.-..-..--------------70-74____.
* ____________________---------.----------_..*--------75-79-. . _______. ___.__.___________---_-------------------.------36 8nd older __._______---___________________________.------------

250 85
2M)
111 4
563

2;JQ3Q;:
17:1761

“% i
1,347 1

20,553 7
6.620 9
20,932 8

3,315 1
:G,

:

17.169
6
“% 0”
1,332 2
‘is02 i

1,346
216 69
180
35 14
‘J% ;

26,916
2,886 96
2,573
412 87
‘i%i 1:

‘%

i

4:464 a
;,3l;
9 ;

ii!‘:
146 4

4:797 1
E-i:
,
i

253
61 46
1,518 7
G:
%E

Percentage distribution
100
Total r ._______.___________.----------------------------.-.-.-.
‘ii
Under 60____________________-..----------------------------64
60 and older ________________________________________--------- ii
106
80 and older *-_-_-_____---___._______________________---------------‘f
w-04 - _. ____- __- _________________________________________---------- 9
60-61‘ ____________________------.----.--------------------------------*----- ----------- -____-__-_-‘-“‘-‘--eG
________________________________________----------------62-64”
66 Snd older _._______-________------.--.----..-.------.-----------F7i em____________________________-______________________------- ;
iii
__._._____._____________________________------------------.75-79..... _________________----------.--------------------------::
‘Z
30 and older ___.____.___.__-_--_____________________------------1Age on birthday in 1973.Includes”special age-72” beneficiaries and their
wives.
* Includes disabled-child beneAci8riesaged 66 and older.
* Excludes disabledchild beneficiaries aged 66 8nd older becausedata not
avaflsble
4 For 1973,one-third of 811widowers aged 60-M 8re included In the grou
aged 60-61 8nd two-thirds in the group sged 62-64 (age groups 60-61 an 2

62-64 not shown for widowers in the 1973Annual S’tattatrcal Supplrmcnt).

among those aged 75 and older, as the following
data demonstrate.

for Health Statistics for July 1965-June 1967
show that although black and other races reported fewer chronic conditions than whites,
they were more likely to experience health limitations on their physical activity. When these data
were age-adjusted, the black and other population was found to average more bed-days, days
of restricted activity, and days of work loss:*

Death rates per 1,OQO
in 1972
Men

r Includes 8ll widowed mothers clsssi5ed in the 1967and 1973 Annual
kment8s aged 62 and older
6 Includes alP widowed mothers olassbled in the 1QL’Jl
Annual StatistfcoI
Suppkmcnt 8s aged 65and older.
Eource: Annual Statistical Su lament to the social Securitu Bull&n:
I.?,
table w lQ67,table 63, 1973,ta it?e 67 (in preparation).
Stattatrcal Sop

White
75-34.-. __. _____. _._ _____. __- _- __
35 and older . . . ..__.__.________._

Bed-days ------c--------_---_---Restricted activity ---_---Days of work loss _______________

5.8
16.4
6.4

BZaclc
and
other
7.1
16.6
6.8

Source Bureau of the Census, Currmt Population Report& The Social and
Economic Statur o/the Black Populattm in the b’nitcd Staler, 1875, Series P-23,
No. 43, table 31.

Black beneficiaries may be more likely than
whites to receive disabled-worker benefits because of their poorer health, which undoubtedly
results at least in part from the higher incidence
of poverty and hazardous occupations among the
black population. Data from the National Center
a4

AVERAGE MONTHLY BENEFITS

In 1973, the ratio of black to white average
monthly benefits ranged from .68 to 26 for all
a Public Health Service, National Center for Health
Statistics, Differenttile
in Health Characterietica
by
Color, United 8tateeJuZy
1965June 1967, Series 10,
No. 66, page 16.
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major types of beneficiaries and was highest
among disabled workers-.86 and .83 among men
and women, respectively (table 4). The average
monthly benefit of black child beneficiaries,
widowed mothers, and the wives of retired and
disabled workers compared least favorably with
that of white beneficiaries ; the black/white ratio
for their average benefits ranged from only .68
to .72. The latter finding is especially significant
in view of the fact that these groups comprised
42 percent of all black beneficiaries in 19’73
(table 2).
Although black and other beneficiaries increased their numbers comparatively more than
whites from 1960 to 1973 and they constituted
an increasingly larger proportion of each beneficiary group, these positive gains were not
matched by a closing of the gap in average
monthly benefits in the same period. The ratio
of the average monthly benefit for black and
other races to that for whites increased by fewer
than .04 points for most beneficiary types and,
among aged workers and disabled workers and
their wives, actually declined slightly. Child beneficiaries were the only major type experiencing
ratio gains of .04 or more.
Why is it that blacks have lower average
monthly benefits than whites and why has there
been so little change since 19608 The comparaI

TABLE 4.-Benefits
1967, and 1973

in current-payment

of

I
I

1 other

2A%k
White
other

1

Women... _____________________
_____
WiVeS__.____________-.__------------Husbands....-.-...--................
ChlldWl__~__________--__~~~~~~~~~~~~.
Disabled workers and dependents:
Disabled workers _____________________
Men ____________
-____.________-- -- - Women _-__-____-__--_-.-__.-------wives ._______________.
*~~_~~~~~~~~~-~
Husbands ._____________._____________
Children..............................
Survivors of deceasedworkers.
4684
75 84
Aged nondisabled widows __._________ 5820
.____-____________._
-_____---- -.
Disabled widows ___.___._____________
44
giW&w; mot hers. _____________--____
61 60
ti:
42 30
60
10
ii !z
____________--___-___________
63
Parents ______________________________64w
35 20
z:
CbUdrsnl_____________________________

benefits

are

and race, end of 1960,

Supplemenr to the SocoefalSecuntu BulJdfn

Ylsk
other

1960

-Black

B;t;C!;T
white

%

;:

OF

‘i

ii

.z

Kz

(‘). 60

169 10
:ii z
42 10
54 10
38 10

1907

0 81
:E
72
? 68

g
(9

76
67

1% 20
93 00 _-_____”
90 70
.72
121 70
125 30
8400
table Q1967, table f&1973, table 67 (in preparation).

1 Not computed, bese less than 6,OCKJ

1975

each month

-

1973

1967

MO

Men __________________________-_----

APRIL

for

Ratio of average monthly benellt

AvW8ge monthly bene5t

Retired workers and dependents
Retired workers . . ..__________________
I

WIlRlIN,

are reduced

-

beneficiary

Source. Annual Sfdldical

‘Benefits

received before a specified age, which varies according
to beneficiary
type;
the amount
of the reduction
also
varies with the type of beneficiary.
For more detail, see
Social Security
Administration,
OASDEI Digeet, 1974.

status: Average monthly benefit amount by type of beneficiary

I
I

Type

tirely low blackJ\rhite ratio of average monthly
benefits among children and widowed mothers
may result in part from the fact that black
families tend to have more children of eligible
age than white families and thus may be more
likely to have their benefits subject to the “family
maximum.” The “family maximum” is a maximum monthly amount that can be paid on a
worker’s earnings record. Whenever the total of
the individual monthly benefits payable to all
the beneficiaries entitled on one earnings record
exceeds this maximum, each dependent’s benefit is
proportionately reduced to bring the total within
the maximum.
If black beneficiaries were more likely to receive actuarially reduced benefits,O this fact also
could h&p explain their lower average monthly
benefits. Reduction of benefits does not appear to
be a major explanatory factor, however. First of
all, in the years under investigation, the benefits of
children, widen-ed mothers, and parents were
not subject to reduction. Second, among those
beneficiary types eligible for early benefits with
an actuarial reduction, there is no consistent

19&I,
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relationship between race and election of reduced
benefits. Data for 1973 show that, among male
and female retired workers, husbands of retired
workers, and aged nondisabled widows, blacks
were somewhat more likely than whites to receive reduced benefits, but the reverse was true
among wives of retired and disabled workers
(table 5). The differences were very small among
disabled workers.

COVERED EARNINGS

The key factors explaining racial differences
in average monthly benefits are differences in
the size of covered earnings (earnings received
while in jobs covered under the OASDHI program) and the length of covered employment.
Monthly cash benefits paid under OASDHI are
based on the primary insurance amount (PIA),
which is determined from “average monthly

earnings” (AME). The AMX is computed by
(1) calculating the worker’s credited earnings
for the years after 1950 (or the years after reaching age 21) and up to the year of attainment of
age 62 for women and age 62-65 for men (depending upon year of birthlo), death, or onset of
disability ; (2) omitting up to 5 years of lowest
(or zero) earnings ; and (3) dividing the cumulated amount by the number of elapsed months
in the same period. An alternate computation
method takes into account the worker’s earnings
after 1936. Under this computation procedure,
workers with consistently higher earnings up to
the taxable maximum and with more years in
covered employment have higher PIA’s and
higher monthly benefits. Since dependents’ benefits are also calculated from the worker’s PIA,
lo Earnings are counted up to age 65 for men born in
1911 or earlier, age 64 for those born in 1912, age 63 for
those born in 1913, and age 62 for those born in 1914
or later.

TABLE 5.-Benefits with reduction for early retirement in current-payment
type and race, end of 1960, 1967, and 1973

Type of beneficiary

status: Number and percent of beneficiaries, by

.Iiqizyqm

Number (in thousands)

ITotal
Men ____.. _. _._ _______________.___________________
__________.
Women..-...-............................-_ I$33 3
Retired workers and dependents
Retlredmen.-...-..-....-.-.-----------------.............-.......
(9
Retired women ________________________________________-----..----“7:: i
Wives.................................*--Husbands ____________._______---.---.....---.------------.-.-----.
(‘1
Disabled workers and dependents
Dissbledmens.........................-------------------------Disabledwomen*-..................-----------------------------!I4 5
yivfiGG _____. _- ________-- - _- _- - _-____. __. - - _. ___. -. . ____________
..-____--_______________________________---------------.- Cl
surv1v0rs
(9
Aged nondisabled widows .__.._________._________________________.

‘xl2 2

3,008
1,765 8

El :

To

6

2,m 06
1,741

2

(9 31 8

1,3821.32

8

..

%
26.;

:iY
24
(9

(‘1
(‘1

:
73 i

233 0

2s 0

Percent‘
Total
Men _____
______._ _________________. _________. . ____________1
Women...-....-....-....................
Retired workers and dependents.
Retired men _______.____________-----------.----.-----------------Retiredwomen......-.......-.-....-.......................------I
Wives... ___.____---______----------------------.-------.---------Husbands...-.-.............-----------------------------------Disabled workers and dependents
Disabled men 9__._.____._____
_____________________________________
Disabledwomen’...................---.---------.---------------g&;ivGi; _- __- _____- ________. ___. ____. . ________- _. __- -- - - - - - - -- -- ____________________-------------..---------------------SurvlVOrs

Aged nondisabled widows ._____________.__
_____.___.______________
I

1 Ineligible for reduced benefits
: Beneflt actuarially reduced becausedisabled worker was already entitled
to,a~t~ce&i&ed-worker
or widow’s benefit.
a6

4 Seetable 1 for base of percentages
Source Annual Statbtical Supplement to the Social SecurUg Bulktin
1960,
tables 60and S1,1967,tables 63and 71;1973,tables 67and 33 (in preparation).
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they depend upon the size of covered earnings
as well.
The following discussion indicates that blacks
have fewer years in covered employment and
lower covered earnings than whites and that
among men these differences hold not only for
those near or in the retirement years but for
the younger generation as well. The differences
are not nearly as great among young women,
however. The differences in benefit amounts
observed earlier for blacks and whites would
have been even larger were it not for the fact
that the benefit-computation formula is weighted
in such a way that low earners receive a higher
proportion of their prior earnings than do high
earners. Until the covered earnings of blacks
reach parity with those of whites, racial differences in OASDHI average monthly benefits will
continue to exist.
Among older beneficiaries, blacks have had
lower lifetime covered earnings and fewer years
in covered employment than whites. This finding
is substantiated by data from the l-percent Continuous Work History Sample (CWHS) measuring highest covered earnings and the number
of years with covered earnings from 1951 to
1969 for those aged 62 and older, initially entitled
in 1970 to retired-worker
benefits payable at
award (table 6). Slightly more than two-thirds
of the white men, compared with only one-third
of the black men, had earnings of $4,800 or
higher at some time during the 19-year period.
Substantial differences in earnings levels were
also evident among women, although all women,
regardless of race, earned considerably less than
men. Black male beneficiaries also had fewer
years of covered employment than white male
beneficiaries ; only small differences in years of
covered employment existed among the women,
however,
The comparatively poorer earnings history of
older blacks is further demonstrated by comparisons between the mean taxable earnings of
blacks and whites in 1958 and in 1973. In 1958
when the present population of retired workers
was nearly 50 or older, the ratio of black to
white mean taxable, earnings for workers who
were aged 50 and older had ranged from .69 to
.73 among men and .53 to .60 among women
(table 7). Among those men who will reach retirement age within the next 6 years (those aged
RUUETIN, APRIL 1975

B.-Highest covered earnings and years with covered
earnings, 195149: Percentage distnbutlon of workers aged
62 and older initially entitled in 1970 to retired-worker
benefits payable at award, by sex and race

TABLE

Percentage distribution. by highest
cavered earnings
Total percent _____._______.._
Less than $2,400..______..__._ ___
y&p!&
._________-____-*---

$ ~‘,~~~~~---::::--~---------------~::
4:soMI:a99::::::::::::::::::::::
6.600-7,79g.........-------.----7,800______.-_.____---_-.________

Source. Social Security Administration,
History Sample.

l-percent Continuous Work-

55-61 in 1973), the mean taxable earnings of
black men was only about 75 percent of the mean
of white men in 1973. A comparable situation
existed among women in the same age bracket.
Differentials in black/white taxable earnings
and stability of employment are not restricted
to those near or at retirement age, although the
magnitude of the differentials within the younger
population vary considerably for men and women.
Substantial earnings differences existed among
men who were in their prime earning years in
1973 and will reach retirement age between 1986
and 2015-those aged 20-49. The mean taxable
earnings of black male wage and salary workers
aged 20-34 in 1973 was only 78 percent of the
mean of white male workers in that age group
(table 7).
Furthermore, only one-tenth of these black
men, compared with one-fourth of the white men
in this age group, had earnings at or above the
taxable maximumll of $10,800 in 1973 (table 8).
Black men were also less likely to have experienced work stability during 1973, as indicated
li The taxable maximum is the statutory annual dollar
amount above which earnings in covered employment
are neither taxable nor creditable for beneflt-computation purposes.
a7

TABLE 7.-Wage

and salary workers in covered employment: Mean taxable earnings, * by age, race, and sex, 1958 and 1973
Mel-l

Women
1963

Total* ___._.....___ ____._
I
Under 20.. ...................
695
l,w)S
26-34.........................
2.390
35-49.........................
2,365
;,S$
60-64.........................
2.310
3:290
65-69.........................
60-64.........................
2.320
3,176
65 and older.. ................
..-_-.--.. .-_.__..-.
6%71..... ..................
2,310
1,346
72 and older.. ..............

0 89
----

$6,199

$6.960

0 74

E
i$g
2;::
.%
$g
T3
.E
e:700
6,236
3:466
::
6,775
:!j
______.
3,120
::iz
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
69 ______. __. . . __. . . . _. _. _. _. ____

$1.200 $1,346
-495
1,::
1.160
1,370

:+i
1:03a

1973

---

;:E
yg
,-.____... . . .
1,626
1,246

...__._...
E

0 68

$3,466

$3 609

..__.._...

.__......_ _.__.__.__._...___._

1 The mar!mum taxable amount was $4,200in 1968and $10,31Xin 1973.
Earnings for 1963include only wages and salaries. Earnings for 1973include
wnges and salaries plus any amount earned by wage and salary workers from
self-employment.

8Includes members of other racea, except blacks.
8 Includes a few workers for whom age was unknown for 1963
Boclal Security
Admhbtration,
l-percent
Continuous WorkHistory Sample.

by the fact that they were less likely to have
received creditable earnings under OASDHI for
all 4 quarters of 1973.12 Among the men aged
20-34, for example, 71 percent of the blacks and
78 percent of the whites were $-quarter workers.
The large differences in the earnings levels
of black and white men in their prime earning
years and the modest changes in mean earnings
ratios in the period from 1958 to 1973 suggest
that the discrepancies in OASDHI benefit levels
observed earlier for all classes of bene.ficiaries
will continue for many more years unless major
changes in the benefit-computation procedures
are legislated.
Although black women earned substantially
less than black men in 1973, those aged 20-34
and 3549 had made greater gains in relation to
their white counterparts since 1958 and their
mean earnings were close to parity with those of
white women by 1973. The earnings gains were
observed both for age brackets and age cohorts.
Among those women aged 3549 in 1973, the
black/white ratio of mean taxable earnings increased from .64 in 1958 when they were aged
20-34 to .94 in 1973 (table 7). For women aged

3549 in 1958 the black/white ratio was only
.66 in that year. The similarity in earnings levels
of black and white women aged 20-49 in 1973
is further substantiated by the data in table 8
that reveal small differences between the two
groups in the distribution of covered earnings
and the percentage of 4-quarter workers.
The earnings level gap between whites and
blacks did not close substantially between 1958
and 1973 for the cohort of women aged 50-64
in 1958. Substantial progress, however, was observed for the age class 50-64 itself. To illustrate
the latter, the black/white ratio of mean taxable
earnings among women aged 50-54 in 1958 was
.59 ; by 1973, this ratio had risen to .79 for the
same age class. In spite of the narrowing of the
gap in mean taxable earnings among women aged
50-64, large earnings differentials remain for this
older group. These continued differences suggest
that the average monthly OASDHI benefit of
black female retired workers will continue to be
substantially lower than that of white female
retired workers until the generation now aged
2049 reaches retirement age. If black and white
women in the latter generation are actually to
reach parity in OASDHI retired-worker benefits,
however, they will have to have had similar work
histories-similar
earnings levels and years of
covered employment.

“Insured
status is determined on the basis of the
number of quarters of coverage earned. Quarters of
coverage are calendar quarters in which a worker is
paid $50 or more in wages for employment covered
under the law (except wages fox agricultural
labor) or
calendar quarters deemed quarters of coverage because
the worker (1) was paid the maximum annual taxable
earnings in a calendar year, (2) had self-employment
net earnings of at least $400 in a taxable year, or (3)
met the conditions for acquiring a quarter of coverage
through agricultural
labor.
$5

Source.

SUMMARY

Blacks were somewhat less likely than whites
to have been receiving OASDHI benefits in 1973.
SOCIAL SECURITY

TABLE %-All

workers in covered employment: Percentage distribution of earnings, by age, race, and sex, 1973
Total
number of
workers
tholl!~nds)

“,“,E
as percent of
total

Percentage distribution, by amount of earnings
Total

%:E-

i?E

Qz-

s;*m&-

8gE-

810,800
or more

~yF-%

%%5”1::
eamlngs

Men
wkfte

Total ’ _-____*-

100 I

16

XQI

26

10

Under 20_____.____
20-34~...____. ___. _

BB

10

--

10

34

13

--

c) 10
3
:i
23
23
ifi
ii
4

-

women
mite

-

1

Total 1_-_-____
I-Under 20__________
20-&- __- _--- _-_
____-__--___
26-29... _- __-- ______---_-___

19

17

.-

13

18

.-

11

4

is

19
23
461

19

3

2.780

‘) a
:
:
:

1 Exclude8 those for whom a@ ~88 uuknown.
’ Leas than 0.6 percent.

The relative number of black beneficiaries, however, increased substantially more than white
beneficiaries between 1960 and 1973.
Blacks were found to be overrepresented in
the population of young beneficiaries-the
disRUURTIN,

APRIL

1975

Source Social Security Admlnhtratlou,
History Bample

l-percent Continuous Work-

abled, widowed mothers, and children-and
underrepresented among aged beneficiaries-retired
workers and their wives and widows. It has been
suggested that several factors--the number of
young children per family, mortality rates, and
a9

morbidity rates-may account for the differences
by beneficiary type.
The average monthly benefit of black beneficiaries was considerably lower than that of
whites’in all but one beneficiary class, and few
changes in this situation were noted for the
period from 1960 to 1973. The comparatively low
benefit among children and widowed mothers may
result in part from the existence of larger families among blacks and hence the greater likelihood
that their benefits were subject to the family
maximum.

Social

Security

Abroad

Differences in OASDHI
covered earningssize of covered earnings and length of time in
covered employment-account
for most of the
differences in average monthly benefits. Among
the older population, blacks were found to have
had lower earnings than whites and fewer years
in covered employment. Earnings differentials
also were found among the younger generation,
especially among the men, which means that
the present discrepancies in social security benefit levels are likely to persist for some time to
come.
out to the same extent the process of making the
duration of benefits the same in all programs,
particularly
in regard to the unemployment
benefits.

Standardization of Short-term Benefits *
In recent years, a number of countries have
begun to standardize the cash benefit amounts
that replace short-term losses of income, primarily cash sickness, work-connected accident
and illness, and unemployment payments. Traditionally, these categories evolved as completely
separate programs, usually administered by different agencies of the social security system or
of the Labor Ministry. The eligibility requirements, benefit amount, and duration of payments
originally differed because the basic contingencies
were regarded as unrelated.
As time passed, however, the distinction between work-related
and other illnesses was
erased in some countries. A relatively
new
tendency has been to view all short-term contingencies as one common social problem-the
temporary loss of income-not from the point
of view of differing causes. Once this approach
is t,aken and the contingencies are equated, the
question arises as to whether or not the same
benefit amount should be paid for each. This
situation has, in fact, arisen in several instances.
Although only five countries are involved, they
include conservative systems (Spain and Japan)
as well as traditional innovators in the social
security field (Denmark, the Netherlands, and
Norway). Understandably, they have not carried
* Prepared by Leif Haanes-Olsen,
and Statistics, International
Staff.
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BACKGROUND

Advanced countries usually have had several
concurrent short-term cash benefit programs :
sickness insurance,-workmen’s compensation, and
unemployment benefits. Cash sickness benefits,
in the past, tended to be lower than work-related
benefits. The sickness benefits were aimed at more
people (including workers who would otherwise
lose their wages because their illnesses were not
job-connected but would nevertheless prevent
them from working), and a greater variety of
risk was involved. These benefits covered workers
for virtually all diseases or accident, instead of
a single employer or industry fund protecting
a given number of workers for work-connected
health in jury problems.
Workmen’s compensation programs historically
evolved from employer liability systems. In contrast to the cash sickness benefit programs, they
were aimed at more narrowly defined groups
subject to predictable risks. Benefits tended to be
higher than in the other short-term cash programs. In time, the risks became less predictable
as the definition of job-relatedness became progressively broader in many countries, particularly
for injuries incurred on the way to and from
work. Because work-connected benefits were generally higher, there was a tendency to attempt
to prove that all injuries were work related,
often in prolonged court cases. This approach
SOCIAL

SECURITY

